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According to the Guinness World           
Records, the smallest dog ever recorded 
was Miracle Milly, the Chihuahua. Born 
in 2011, Milly was a miniscule 3.8 inches 
tall and weighed in at one pound.  

The Street Cats of Rome 
Cats were already protected in ancient Roman 
times: they were considered sacred to the    
Goddess Diana and highly regarded as pest   
control and also as companions, as depicted 
abundantly in frescoes from wealthy Roman 
houses in Pompeii. Read the full story on page 9. 

https://westcoast.invisiblefence.com/your-local-dealer/home
http://www.nkla.org/
https://getodie.com/
https://stephanie-grant.pixels.com/collections/pet+portraits
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Barks & Meow’s Express! 
 

 

QUIZ 

 1. A Puggle is a cross between which two dog breeds? 

  2. Max & Duke are the two  main characters in which recent movie?  

      3. What is the study of tortoises called? 

  4. How many teeth does a horse have? 

    5.  What is the first animal listed in the dictionary?  

 6.  What famous horse was the longest to hold the triple crown? 

Answers:                                                                                                                                                     

1. Pug and Beagle.   2. The Secret Life of Pets.    3. Herpetology .   4. Forty.    5. Aardvark .   6. Secretariat .  

FUN TRIVIA 
*In ancient Roman times, mastiffs had to don a lightweight armor and follow the mounted knights!  

*The Aardvark is a medium-sized, burrowing, nocturnal mammal native to Africa. It is the only living 
species of the order Tubulidentata, although other prehistoric species and genera of  Tubulidentata are 
known.  

*Su Lin was the given name to the Giant Panda captured in China back in 1936 and brought to the 
United States for the first time. 

*The only primates to have blue eyes other than humans are black lemurs. 

*Despite its reputation for being finicky, the average cat consumes about 127,750 calories a year, 
nearly 28 times its own weight in food and the same amount again in liquids. In case you were wonder-
ing, cats cannot survive on a vegetarian diet. 

*Parrots and rabbits can see behind themselves without turning their heads.   

*Pekingese dogs were sacred to the emperors of China for more than 2,000 years. They are one of the 
oldest breeds of dogs in the world.  

*Up until the late 1800's, Collies were known as Scottish Sheepdogs. 
 
*On Sesame Street, Bert's goldfish were named Lyle and Talbot, presumably after the actor Lyle Talbot. 
*The first dog tax or licensing law dates to Schweinfurt, Germany in 1598.  

*Thousands of years ago, Egyptians worshipped cats and cats have never forgotten this! 

Did you know .  .  ! 
Most historians agree that the Poodle originated in  Germany, but developed into his 
own distinct breed in France. Many believe that the breed is the result of crosses     
between several European water dogs, including Spanish, Portuguese, French,        
German, Hungarian, and Russian water dogs. 



PET JOKES 
DOG SMART 
Two dog owners are arguing about whose pet is 
smarter. “My dog is so smart,” says the first 
owner, “that every morning he goes to the store 
and buys me a sesame seed bagel with chive 
cream cheese, stops off at Starbucks and picks me 
up a     mocha latte, and then comes home and 
turns on ESPN, all before I get out of bed.”            
“I know,” says the second owner. “How do you 
know?” the first demands. “My dog told me.”  

PAW-SCOPES 
DOGS: 
During the summer months, your dog does not 
like work much, but will accommodate you for 
the praise they know they will receive. Loyal in 
every way, they are good companions and guard 
dogs.  Make sure they are included in all social 
events that make them the center of attention. 
 
CATS 
Show this lovely feline off at all costs. He or she 
loves to be fussed over and made to feel special. 
A real natural in the cat shows and adores the 
admiration it takes to win. Keep an extra stash 
of combs that you can use on that beautiful fur.  

Local Pet Rescues - SM 

Name Phone # 

Boxer Rescue L.A. 
Karma Rescue 
J.J. Woofin' Paws Rescue 
L.A. Love & Leashes 
Love Leo Rescue 
NKLA Pet Adoption Center 
The Lange Foundation 
Much Love Animal Rescue 
Voice for the Animals 
Save A Rescue 
Westside German Shepherd Rescue of L.A. 

310-862-0044 
310-512-7833 

 
310-441-1150  

 
424-208-8840 
310-473-5585 
310-391-5408 
310-392-5153 
818-300-4616 
310-202-7283 

Sheep Can Recognize Faces 
As social animals, sheep are capable of 
recognizing familiar and unfamiliar faces. 
Studies even suggest that they miss other 
sheep when they are taken away for a 
long time afterwards. 

http://www.boxer-rescue-la.com/
http://karmarescue.org/
http://www.jjwoofinpaws.com
http://www.laloveandleashes.com/
http://loveleorescue.org/
http://nkla.org/
http://langefoundation.org/
http://www.muchlove.org/
http://www.vftafoundation.org/
http://www.savearescue.org
http://www.sheprescue.org/
http://stephanielbrown.com/
http://k9crazy.com/index.html


Q: What was the appropriate 
name of Emmett Brown's first dog in 
the 1985 movie "Back to the          
Future"? 
A:     Copernicus  
Not surprisingly, Doc Brown named 
both his dogs after famous scientists.  
His second dog was named Einstein. 

Q & A 
Q:   What do you call a bird that lives underground?  
A:   A Mynah bird! 

Q:   What do you get if you cross a sheepdog with 
jello?  
A:   The Collie wobbles! 

Q:  What do you call a sheepdog’s tail that can tell tall 
stories? 
A:  A shaggy dogs tale! 

Q:  Why do dogs run in circles? 
A:  because its hard to run in squares! 

Q:  What is the definition of a goose? 
A:  An animal that grows down as it grows up! 

Elephants mourn their dead.      
They will return to the place 
where family members died 
and stand in silence over the 
bones, sometimes bowing their 
heads. 

Did you know   . . . ! 
Gatophobia is the fear of cats.  The origin of the 
word gato is Spanish (meaning cat) and phobia is 
Greek (meaning fear). Gatophobia is considered to 
be a specific phobia.  
 

Other names include Ailurophobia, Felinophobia, 
Elurophobia, and Cat phobia. 

http://petzgazette.com/


AUGUST HORSE TRIVIA 

          

*Horses can't throw up. Once food is swallowed, the 
valve between the throat and stomach is so strong it 
doesn't allow food to come back up. 
 
*The United States has (feral) wild horses, found mostly 
in the western states. They are managed by the BLM, 
(Bureau of Land Management) and are  offered to the 
public for adoption. 
 
*Bareback-bronco riding developed as an arena contest 
in the 1910s. (A bronc [bronco, broncho, or bucking 
bronco] is an unbroken range horse picked for its         
resistance to training and its tendency to buck, or throw, 
its rider.)  

HORSE TRIVIA 

Oldest Living Horse on Record 
Old Billy was the longest-living horse on        
record. Old Billy was verified to be 62 at his 
death. Born in England in 1760, he lived as a 
barge horse that pulled barges up and down 
canals. Old Billy was said to look like a big cob/
shire horse, and was brown with a white blaze. 
Billy died 27 November 1822.  
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https://www.smilingcanines.com/




The Street Cats of Rome 
 
The official animal symbol or Rome is the she-wolf 
however, all it takes is to take a stroll in Rome city 
center to see the animal that truly dominates the city: 
it’s majesty the cat.  Street cats are ubiquitous in 
Rome. 

You find them catching the sun in the Colosseum, 
roaming around the Baths of Caracalla, lounging on 
cars on the small streets of the Monti neighborhood 
and pretty much anywhere they feel they can get 
some food and a place to rest. 

In some cases they are friendly and allow you to pet them, in other cases they will run away as  soon as you get 
close. In the vast majority of cases, they simply stay perched wherever they deem fit and look at passers-by with 
that mix of curiosity and disinterest that is typical of the feline race. 

Cats in Rome are protected by law and their safety in the city is guaranteed by organizations and rules aimed at 
keeping them as free and safe as possible. This is how this came to be! 

Fun and interesting facts about cats in Rome 
There are over 300,000 cats in Rome. Of these, 180,000 live in private homes and 120,000 live as stray cats in cat 
colonies. 

A cat colony is a registered legal entity in Rome, with specific rules. A cat colony can be registered when there is a 
population of at least 2 cats habitually living in a specific area that they elected as their home. 

The person in charge of a cat colony is usually called ‘gattara’ 

Law 281 of 1991 lays down the law that protects the cats of Rome. 

In 2005, Rome municipality made headlines for their stand on animal rights: these protect not just cats but all pets 
and includes what is expected of pet shops and owners.   
Cats were already protected in ancient Roman times: they were considered sacred to the Goddess Diana and 
highly regarded as pest control and also as companions, as depicted abundantly in frescoes from wealthy Roman 
houses in Pompeii. 

Why so many cats in Rome? 
Cats have been in Rome since ancient times. As the population of the city started to grow, so did the population of 
mice and rats and cats became very quickly a reliable pest control measure as well as a furry companion for 
wealthy Romans especially. 

In Pompeii, many frescoes portray Roman women in the company of house cats and it is interesting to see that 
the Goddess Libertas was often depicted with a cat: this is said to have been in recognition and appreciation of 
the cat's independent spirit, which ancient Roman admired. 

Cats were also sacred to the Goddess Diana, Goddess of wilderness and who was believed to have gifted cats with 
special powers. 

All this explains why cats became popular in Rome and why their numbers soared over time. 

 

continued …….., 



Is it true cats are protected by law in Rome? 
Yes, there is a law that protects stay cats in Rome. Currently, cat   protection 
is defined by law 281 from 1991, however, the  legal     protection of cats in 
the city of Rome is nothing new. 

Cats were first protected in Rome by law in the first century AD. Legal     
protection for felines was already typical in Egypt, where cats were          
considered deities, and Rome followed suit, the link with Egypt being       
exceptionally strong especially after the conquest of the Egyptian Province 
by Augustus (this is also the time when Rome acquired its Pyramid,       
nowadays home to many feral cats). 
Legal protection of cats in Rome is not just ancient. Current legislation also 
protects the cats and in particular law 281 of 1991 states that: 

 Harming a cat is a crime punishable by law 

 Cats have a right to live where they choose and it is illegal to forcefully remove them and relocate them from the place they elected 
as their refuge 

 Cats have a right to be fed in the place they elected as their home 

 Local health authority must look after proper neutering of the feline for free 

Who looks after the stray cats in Rome? 
A group of two or more cats regularly living in a specific area is considered a ‘cat colony’ and the person looking after it is usually         
referred to as a ‘gattara’ (cat lady). 

Gattara is a quintessentially Roman concept and a word that describes a woman who looks after numerous cats living in a certain       
area looking after their needs and the maintenance of health and safety standards of the area the cats live for them and the human 
population of the area too. 

A gattara can be supported by vets and local people in the care of the cats. However, this is not always a highly structured role and many 
gattare are simply women who take it upon themselves to look after cats who would otherwise be on their own. 

Where can you see cats in Rome? Rome cat colonies 
Cats are pretty much everywhere in Rome.  However, there are several cat colonies that are so big, you can go and visit them as a       
specific attraction. Some of the nicest and easiest to visit for tourists in Rome are: 

Torre Argentina Cat Sanctuary – this is the most famous of all cat colonies in Rome. In the center of Piazza di Torre Argentina lies a large 
archaeological site, that is a popular refuge for cats. 
The site has high historical significance and it is the place where the murder of Julius Caesar took place however, it has been closed to 
visitors for decades and became the perfect cat shelter for strays. 

The presence of cats was a natural occurrence but in 1993, two ladies decided to give structure to their presence here and were able to 
create a refuge for them where the cats can be looked after and adopted. 

The sanctuary is hosted in one of the ancient temples of the archaeological area and has a small souvenir shop so you can go pet the cats 
and buy something to contribute to the cause. 

Colonia Felina Piramide – another great place to see cats in Rome is Rome’s Pyramid. The Pyramid is surrounded by a green area where 
cats can roam and borders with the Protestant Cemetery of Rome, which is green and secluded. 
 
Colonia Felina Verano – Verano is the monumental cemetery of Rome and another great place for cats who roam free among its      
gravestones and shaded roads. 
 

What if you are allergic to cats in Rome? 
All this love and devotion to cats is wonderful if you love felines but what if you don’t? 

Don’t let all this talk of Roman cats worry you: while cats are easy to find in Rome, they very much mind their own business and you can 
easily avoid them altogether. 

Also, while there are so many of them, do not expect a place to be overrun by them: they are an important part of the cultural and      
biological landscape of the city, but there is space for everyone! 



 

Quotes, Sayings & Expressions 

 

 

 

I KNOW WHAT  

YOU’RE THINKING! 



WAY BACK WHEN 

Olde English Bulldogge 
 
The Olde English Bulldogge originated in England between 
1600 and 1700.  These were the early ancestors to many of 
the Bull breeds that exist today including the English         
Bulldog and the American Bulldog.   
 

They were bred to participate in blood sports like bull      
baiting.  This so called sport became quite popular in        
England throughout the middle of the 18th Century.             
Bull baiting primarily consisted of staking out a bull and    
allowing  several Bulldogges to attack it.  
 
A dog of great courage and agility was needed for bull      
baiting. This dog was of medium size; larger dogs were     
considered to be the result of mastiff crosses. 

Around 1835, laws were passed in England prohibiting bull 
baiting and the Olde English Bulldogge’s main purpose of 
existence vanished.  Within a decade the numbers of        
bulldogs declined drastically almost to extinction.   
 
Dog show fanciers eventually decided to reconstruct the 
breed, but wanted to tone down the aggressive                  
temperament of the original Olde English Bulldogge.  
 
They crossed the remnants of the existing stock with other 
breeds and over the years that followed they developed the 
modern English Bulldog.  Unfortunately though, this modern 
dog is wrought with all kinds of genetic health problems. 
 
The modern Olde English Bulldogge is a reconstruction of the 
original Olde Bulldogge of the 17th and 18th century.       

Various genetic crosses have been 
used in carefully and thoughtfully 
planned breeding programs to  
obtain this goal.   
 
The foundation of most of today's 
Olde English Bulldogge’s can be 
traced to  the English Bulldog, the 
American Bulldog, APBT and    
Mastiff. 
 

These various dog breeds were 
used very selectively in various 
combinations to obtain the desired physical traits of the 
original Olde English Bulldogge.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The result has been a good looking Bulldogge of great       
athletic ability that is much healthier and physically fit      
without most or all of the problems that plague many of   
today's modern English Bulldogs.   

Its recommended that the International Olde English        
Bulldogge Association's (IOEBA) breed standard be used by 
today's English Bulldog breeders in an effort to maintain the 
high standards that the breeders of the past have set forth to 
continue to improve and preserve today's breed for future 
generations. 
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https://twitter.com/petzgazette 
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